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            Safety first approach leads to closure of footbridge at popular nature reserve

        

        

    
    
        The Works Bridge and a stretch of path alongside Works Pond at Attenborough Nature Reserve has been temporarily closed for public safety reasons.
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            Wildlife Trust’s efforts to limit the spread of bovine Tuberculosis (bTB) in Vale of Belvoir seriously undermined by muddled policy 

        

        

    
    
        Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust, has today outlined its frustration that muddled government policy is seriously undermining its efforts to work with farmers to limit the impact of bTB.
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        A scarce and declining bird, the tree sparrow can be spotted on farmland and in woodlands; it is not an urban bird in the UK. It has a brown cap and black cheek-spots, unlike the similar house…
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            Tree bumblebee

        

        

    
    
        The Tree bumblebee is a new arrival to the UK. First recorded here in 2001, it is slowly spreading north. It prefers open woodland and garden habitats and can be found nesting in bird boxes and…
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            How to plant a tree 

        

        

    
    
        It might surprise you, but even the smallest of gardens can accommodate a tree!
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            Public fears over ‘build, build, build’ policy highlight failings of Government’s proposed planning reforms 

        

        

    
    
        Results of new survey highlight people’s concern that roads and housing developments pose a real threat to nature.
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            Wild service tree

        

        

    
    
        An inconspicuous tree for much of the year, the Wild service tree comes to life in spring, when it displays pretty, white blossom, and autumn, when its Maple-like leaves turn bright crimson.
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        This streaky brown bird is a summer visitor to Britain, favouring open woodlands in the north and west.
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            Wayfaring-tree

        

        

    
    
        The wayfaring-tree is a small tree of hedgerows, woods, scrub and downland. It displays creamy-white flowers in spring and red berries in autumn, which ripen to black and are very poisonous.
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            Common bird's-foot-trefoil

        

        

    
    
        Common bird's-foot-trefoil has a vareity of names that conjure up some interesting images: 'Eggs and Bacon', for instance! Its small, yellow, slipper-like flowers can be seen in all…
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    Our Address
  
          Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust

The Old Ragged School

Brook Street

Nottingham

NG1 1EA




      




  






  
    Contact Us
  
          Tel: 0115 958 8242

Email: info@nottswt.co.uk
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